Action Environmental Systems, LLC
Proposed Change in Hours of Operation
Fact Sheet

Action Environmental Systems, LLC (“Action”) seeks modification of its NYS DEC permit to change the hours of operation of its 920 East 132nd Street transfer station. Application ID # 2-6007-00015/00030.

As part of the application process, Action is required to notify the public about the proposed change and give the public the opportunity to comment. The proposed change would:

- Allow Action to operate on Sunday between 8:00 pm and 12 midnight in exchange for eliminating Saturday hours of operation between 7:00 pm and 12 midnight from its current permit.

Why does Action need to change its operating hours? So that Action can make sure that Sunday’s waste will get picked up in a timely manner, and not be left on the street for extended periods of time.

How might the change affect the surrounding community? Action is aware that truck traffic is a concern. However, the proposed change in operating hours will not increase the number of trucks that Action handles each week. The proposal only changes the hours during which the facility receives trucks. If you are concerned about potential impacts, you may wish to get more information. See below to find out how to get more information.

How can I participate in the permit modification review process? You may provide comments to be considered in the permit modification review process, including any comments on how the proposed change will impact the community. Comments may be given at public meeting(s) and written comments may be submitted during the public comment period. Call the Action contact listed below for information on meetings and comment period dates.

Where can I get more information about the proposed change?
- Visit the document repository. Key documents relating to the proposed expansion will be stored at the following repository: Mott Haven Library, 321 East 140th Street, Bronx, NY, 10454, (718) 665-4878.
- Attend a public meeting about the change in operating hours. This meeting is scheduled to be held on August 17, 2016 at 6:30 PM at St. Mary's Recreation Center, 450 St. Ann's Avenue Bronx NY 10455. Please call or write to the Action contact listed below for any additional information.

Christian Morgan
Action Environmental Systems, LLC
920 East 132nd Street, Bronx, NY 10454
Phone: (973)286-7088

Who is responsible for reviewing the permit application? The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), Division of Environmental Permits, 47-40 21st St, Long Island City, NY 11101-5401, is responsible for reviewing and issuing the required permits. Tel: (718) 482-4997